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Pt*!r This study proposes a survey tool for a more efficient person-trip data gathering.
It initially developed an enhanced questionnaire which incorporates person+rip sJrvey int-o
the traditional instrument used in gathering the Census of Population and Housing 1Cnry in
the Philippines. Administered in Baguio City, Philippines, the enhanced quijionnaire
served as a pilot-test questionnaire using fwo survey-methodologies i.e., ihe personal
interview method @IM) and the self-administered questionnaire t-SeO Consistent with
the findings of previous studies, the research revealed that using the personal interview
method (PM) was a more favorabre survey tool as it ensured dataluality.

r. INTRODUCTION

l.l Backgrcund

Person-trip data describes an area's travel demand scenario. It provides information on the
major origins and destinations of the population. It offers information on travel time, the
conrmon transportation modes and their usage. The wide variety of person-trip informarion
it offers allows for an intensive anarysis of people's travel behavior-- paving the way for
the development of policy-responsive transportation models. Apart from serving as vital
inputs to project feasibility and impact evaluation studies, pe.son-t ip informatiorimay also
serve as the best indicator for urban and rural accessibility and mobility

Transportation planning experts express that person-trip survey is one of the most
important, and considered the most difficult and expensive surveys needed in any
tlansportation planning and development. Usually, coflCction of person-trip data utilizes
the household interview survey (HIS) as its major data gathering tool.
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In the Philippines, person-trip data is more often inadequate or unreliab_le. This may partly

be traced from the absence oian already established person-trip data collection system. One

perceived disadvantage of this constraint may result to delayed or even doubtful

iransportation developirent plans. The recently conducted Baguio and Dagupan Urban

Planning Project @bLJPP)'by the National Economic and Development Authority

(NEDA), identified the lack ofieliable data on trafnc and transportation in the study area

as one of its major constraints.

Another adverse effect of this problem was demonstrated in a study on the uncertainty in

transportation demand forecasting. Said study revealed a glaring disparity between the

observed and model-forecasted travel demand characteristics in the Philippines.

Accordingly, the sources of errors in transportation demand _forecasting 
are: 1)

inadequat-e-data; 2) inaccurate forecasting model; and 3) inherent uncertainty of

"rog.nou. 
variables. ln addition, the reliability and relevance ofthe person-trip data from

which these models have been formulated also seemed doubtful'

The contribution of an efficient data collection system to transportation planning and

development cannot be over emphasized. An efficient data collection system that: 1) is

legally'based; 2) is institutionally capable of generating data on a geographically

compiehensive area and on a continuing basis; 3) is well organized and stable; 4) is

manned by experts in data collection and processing; 5) enables data to be kept in a

centralizei location for easy access and retrieval; and 6) is cost-effective, should now be

established.

As one possible option for person-trip data collection system, this study aims to determine

which oitwo survey tools would be a more efficient methodology in collecting population,

housing and person-triP data.

1.2 Objectives of the StudY

The objective of the study is to propose a survey tool which is.perceived to efficiently

g"r"rut" person-trip data using an enianced questionnaire which incorporates person-trip

iata into it u trudition"l Philippine Census of Population and Housing (CPH) Specifically,

the study aims to determine *hi"h of two survey tools is more efficient i'e', the personal

interview method (PIM) and the self-administered questionnaire (SAQ), in terms of the,

following criteria: a; data quality; b) time spent in the interview process, c) number of

trips reported; and d) number of persons with reported trips'

1.3 Ilypotheses and Treatment of Date

To compare the survey tools, the t-test was deemed appropriate to investigate the

differences of their *.*t, in terms of the following : (l) number of correct entries; (2)

interview time; (3) nu*b". of trips reported; and (4) number of persons with reported

trips. As such, the following null hypotheses were tested:
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l. There is no significant difference in the data quality observed for each survey
methodology in terms of : a) number of correct entries; b) ratio of correct data entries
to number of persons with reported trips; and c) ratio of correct data entries to number
of trips reportd.

2. There is no significant difference in the interview time spent in administering each data
gathering methodology in terms of : a) ratio of the total number of interview hours
spent to the total number of household members; b) ratio of the total number of
interview hours spent to the total number of visits made; and c) number of visits made
by household.

3. There is no significant difference in the number of trips reported under each
methodology in terms of the: a) actual number of trips reported; b) ratio of the
number of trips reported to the number of persons who reported their trips; c) ratio of
the number of trips reported to the total number of household members; and d) ratio
of the number of trips reported to the number of household members 7 years old and
above.

4. There is no significant difference in the number of persons with reported trips observed
under each methodology in terms of the : a) actual number of persons with reported
trips; b) ratio of the number of persons with reported trips to the number of household
members 7 years old and above, c) ratio of number of persons with reported trips to
the total number of household members.

2. TIIE STUDY AREA

Location and Size. Situated some 251 kilometers north of Manila (Philippines), Baguio,
a land-locked city is located in the northwestern section of the province of Benguet. It is
bounded by the municipality of Tubq Benguet on the south west; the municipality of La
Trinidad, Benguet on the north; the municipality of Sablan, Benguet on the northwest and
the municipality of Itogon on the southeast.

Topograplry and Climate. Generally characterized with a mountainous topography whose
elevation ranges from 1,524 to 1,676 meters, the City has one of the lowest temperatures
recorded in the country. It is generally 18 T cooler thiin its neighboring lowland areas.
The coolest months are December to February; the lowest temperature being ordinarily
experienced in the month of January. The mean annual temperature in the city is recorded
at 18.2 "C or 64.8 T.

InndArea and Political Subdivision. Baguio City has a total land area of 48.9 square
kilometers and a perimeter of 306 kilometers. It is comprised of 129 barangays which is
divided into 20 districts.

General Land Use. As of 1985, open space account for the largest share in land use with
3,271 has. or approximately, 66.9 %. Institutional areas &ccount for E4l has. or 17.2 %;
residential areas, 699 has. or 14.3 yo, commercial areas, 45 has. or 0.9 o/o, and industrial
areas, 37 has. or 0.8 %.
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Srcio-economic Clwracleristics. As of 1990, Baguio City has a total enumerated

population of 183,142 or 3,736 persons per square kilometer (one of the highest

population density records in the country). Of this, nearly 180,000 lived in private

households. The average household size was recorded at 4.9 persons, an observation

below the norm for Filipino cities since the national urban average was accordingly 5.3.

With respect to occupation Stoups, about 49,000 of the ciry's employed residents had

occupations classified by the 1990 Census. Accourrting for almost 26 yo, the largest group

was the elementary occupations. This included the street vendors, domestic cleaners and

laborers in agriculture, construction and industry. The second largest group with a

registered mark of 18.5 yo, belongs to the craft and related workers. The professionals

g*rp 
"ur. 

in third accounting for some 14.5 yo. This proportion is rather higher than that

of the national urban average which was placed at 9.2 %. An equally large group is

represented by the sales and service workers with I 1.3 %.

In terms of household income distribution, Baguio-Benguet indicated a low poverty

incidence rate at 32.88 % (FIES, 1988). Average annual family income was recorded at P

44,828 or average monthly income of about P 3,800.

With respect to social development, literacy rate in Baguio is high at 85.31 04. However

elementary participation rate is low at 59.70o/o meaning, about 40lo of the elementary

school-going-age population is not attending school.

InJrastnrcture and tronsportation. fu of July 1993, Baguio City is made up of a total

:iS.AZ km of road network. Of this, about 60 km or lSYo are classified as national

roads; 150 km or nearly 50 96 are classified as city roads; and 108 km or 34 Yo ue
classified as barangay roads.

ln terms of road surface, nearly 70 % are asphalt while about 1l%o and 19o/o ate concrete

and graveVearth paved, respectively. Meanwhile, to complement the city's road network,

I1,339 motor vehicles are registered with the Land Transportation Office as of l99l ' This

brings a motor vehicle to population ratio of a little more than 60 motor vehicles per

thousand population.

3. CONDUCTING THE STUDY

3.1 The Enhanced Questionnaire (Pilot-Test Questionnaire)

Content. The enhanced questionnaire used in the pilot-test was derived from the: l) 1990

Census of Population and Housing (CPH); 2) 1995 Population Census (POPCEN); and 3)

l9E6 Metro Manila Transportation Planning Study (JUMSUT). It covered three

sections dealing on: l) population (Form 2A); 2) housing (Form 2B); and 3) person-trip

(Form 2C). One set of the enhanced nine-page questionnaire contained 74 questions.

LoplatiqU__fuesliAN. Structured in tabular form, this first section dealt on the

characteristics of the population in a 4-page questiomaire consisting of 4l questions. It
inquired some specific inputs on: a) all persons; b) persons five years old and over; c)

p"ironr l0 years old and over: and d) females aged 15-49 years old. Among the questions
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asked from all persons included the names of the household members, age, sex" marital
status, religious amliation, citizenship, disability, ethnicity and mother's usual residence.
For those members aged five years old and oveq the questions asked included the
household member's previous residence, language, literacy, school attendance, place of
school and highest educational attainment.

The Labor Force Survey (LFS) was also incorporared in the 1990 cpH and 1995
POPCEN. Thus, household members aged l0 years old and over were asked about their
trade skills and economic activities for the past 12 months or the previous week. Likewise,
for the female household members aged 15-49, questions about fertility were also asked.

Three items were added into the usual population census questions. These were the: l)
average monthly income; 2) the school adbess; and 3) usual workplace ad*ess.
Grouped togetler with the LFS portion of the usual census questionnaire, tle average
monthly income was also to be asked from all persons 10 years old and over. A sepur"i"
column was provided for this question item. On the other hand, the school and workplace
addresses were made sub-questions under the headings '?lace of School" and "In what city
/municipality doeVdid _ work during the pasr 12 months ?',

Quetillonn lreoltte
1990 Cen8us ofPop'n
and lbuCng ICP+I)

Glu$tionn lr€otthc
1005 Fopuldon Cerlsur

(FOFCENI

ChlcCbllnalre orthe
f988 ,$,c{ro il.n[a

JT.lMSUT

FEATURES

I coNrENr

STRUCTURE

NO. OF QUESTIONS

NO. OF PAGES

CODING SHEETS

NEWADDITIONS

TARGET RESPONDENTS

SKIPPING PATTERNS

ARROWS/ILLUSTRATIONS

cooE BoxEs

PILOT.TEST CUEST|oiINAIRE

FIRST SECTION

Popuhnm Srestio.ls
(Fnm 2A)

Tabuhr fonn

41

4

Cor$indim d built in and
separata code sheots

Areragr mor{tily incone
Scttol & wo.lgbce 8ddr6s

All HH mernbers

Wier GOTO StsterErfrs

Irlono

Wth code b@eo

HorEing qu€dions
(Forn 28)

qu6stin-boxqpe

21

3

Builtin

Cmprner o*nership
No. E type of ovned vdticb
I'lo. of garaged vei*nea

HorJs3Hd(HH)

Wiilr GO TO StaEnents

With anons/la@dirc

Wilh code bms

Perssltip que!froatg
(Form 2C)

qu.Ch.t.bo(type

12

2

Continalion ot hr[jn ail
separate co& shects

All pe(so,l.uip intodietin

HH EEr. 7yrs. old & abo,e

1{o0e

Wilh arrowEilusffiirns

Wilh co(b bqEs

Flgur. 1 : Gcncrel Fedurcs of thc Pllot.te3t eteafloonalre
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Housing Ouestions. The 3-page questionnaire on housing constituted the second section

"f 
tht t"tlt *quired some 2t questions to all households, particularly, the household

heads. The qu"riiort asked covered the following: l) type of residential building; 2) uea;

3) state of repair; 4) fuel for lighting and cooking; 5) tenure status of the housing unit; 6)

monthly rent;l; 7) kind of toilit faiitity; 8) manner of garbage disposal; 9) presence of

household conveniences; l0) number of motor vehicles; ll) garaged vehicles, 12) land

ownership and language/dialect generally spoken.

Three items were added into the traditional 1990 CPH housing census questions. These

were the: l) household ownership of a computer; 2) number and type of motor vehicles

owned; and 3) number of garaged vehicles. The first item did not require a separate

question box because it was already included under an already existing item with a

heading of '?resence of Household ConvenienceJ'. The next 2 items required two

separate question boxes and were ordered one after the other'

Person-trip Ouestions. Finally, the third section of the set was the Z'page person-trip

t *.y-Thtt *"t 
"rrtirely 

a new addition into the original questionnaire set of the 1990

CPH. It asked some li questions pertaining to the following: l) presence and type of
driver's license; 2) places ririt"a autng the survey day; 3) origin and destination oftrips;

4) time departed / arrived; 5) purpose of trip; 6) mode of travel and place of transfer point'

Said questionnaire also consisted of the following: l) instructions for answering the

questionnaire; 2) reminder box; and 3) an illustration and word meaning of a trip'

Details of the pilot+est questionnaire are given in figure l '

3.2. SemplingStrategies

A two-stage sampling strategy was adopted for the pilot-test. The eight target barangays

which were the usual sample-of the NSO in conducting its Labor Force Survey (LFS) in

Baguio City served as the pilot barangays for this study. The first stage of the sampling

*ui dor" tirough stratified random sampling of the barangays. The second stage, a simple

random sampling at the household level was likewise performed for each of the chosen

barangay. Ttre number of pilot household samples drawn were made proportionately with

the household count ofa particular barangay.

Table I
Pltot

Barsngey
1000

No. of ilH in
T.roe{ Brranoav

No. of HH to( Pllot
s'rmlea

l99o
Populrtion of Ttrgct
llrr.nmv

i,lo. of HH Menrber
Smlc!

West Quirino Hill
Sbr€filer Compound
Padre Za[Era
Pa6dal
Bakakeng Norte
Camp 7
Fairview
Upper Market Subd.

't6/.
343
377
611
42
573
u7
71

2
5
5
10
7
I
12

1

778
r,ffi
't,577
3,5r5
2,81
2,84
4,2n
363

12
fr
D
6
3
4
67
3

TOTAL
% to Baguio Total
96 to Taroet Tc(al

3Am
9.38 %

s)
o.137 %
1.46%

17,{G
9.56 %

2$
0.134%
1.41 %

ofData: NSO Repoit 14N:19CPH
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Fifty household respondants, representing about 0.14 % of Baguio's 1990 household
population count had been the subject ofthis pilot+esting activity. The distribution ofthe
number of pilot household samples is shown in above Table l.

The NSO Baguio-Benguet Staff performed the random selection of the 5O household
respondents.

3.3 The Perticipating Pilot-Sample Respondents

Fifty households, 25 each for PM and SAQ, had initially been the subject of the pilot-test.
However of the 50 households, only 48 households were able to complete the series of
interviews gSveq 29 of whom used PIM (60 percent) while 19 (40 percent) used SAQ.

Using the same household samples to whom the survey tools were administered might have
perhaps been ideal, however, respondent bias for either PIM or SAQ and respondent
exhaustion, resulting from the long interview process may adversely affect pilot-test
results. Thus, PIM and SAQ were administered using varied household samples.

Table 2 below summarizes the general attributes of participating pilot-sample households.
As showq 206 household members aged seven years old and over were eligible for
person-trip survey. Household members seven to 14 years old were considered as
participants in the pilot-test to allow better perception on person-trip behavior, paving the
way for better transportation policy analysis and formulation. In additioq a substantial
proportion of pre and elementary school children attend school either on their own or
accompanied by their parents.

168 household members or 82 percent reportedly made trips during the assigned survey
days. The total number oftrips they have reportedly generated was placed at 452; 292
trips or 65 percent of which, emanated from the PIM while, about 35 percent from SAQ.

The ratio of the number of members 7 years old and above with reported trips to the total
household members with reported trips, was calculated at over 70 o/o. Using the same
ratio, 69 Yo was observed under PIM wbrleT? % under SAQ.

TrHe 2

TOTAL NO. OF HOUSEHOLDS
TOTAL NO. OF HH MEMBERS
TOTAL NO. OF HH MEMBERS 7 YRS & ABOVE
TOTAL NO. OF HH MEMBERS 7 YRS & ABOVE

WITH REPORTEO TRIPS
TOTAL NO, OF TRIPS REFORTED

E
150
1B
104

frn

a.a.
63.6
61.r7
6r.$

19 S.58
88 36.97
eo 3.83el 38.ro

,60

48
B
m
168

adt
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Table 3

}IOUSEHOLO ATTRIBUTES PIM sAo TOTAL

% OF HH MEMBERS 7 YRS & ABOVE TO TOTAL HH MEMBERS

% OF HH MEMBERS 7 YRS & AEOVE WITH REPORTED TRIPS
TO TOTAL HH MEMBERS

% OF HH MEMBERS 7 YRS & ABOVE WITH REPORTED TRIPS
TO HH MEMBERS 7 YRS & ABOVE

84.m

@.33

82.9

9.91

72.73

80.m

86.55

7D.S

81.56
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Finally, the ratio of the number of household members 7 years old and above with
reported trips to total household members 7 years old and above, was placed at over 8l
9/o. Using the same ratio, the PIM had 82.54yo while, SAQ had 80 %. This is elucidated

further in Table 3.

3.4. Procedure in Conducting the Pilot-test

Defining PIM and SAQ as Survey Tcnls. For households assigned under PIIvt all

questions from the three sections of the enhanced questionnaire were gathered solely

through personal interview method. In contrast, for households assigned under SAQ, the

two survey tools were employed. The personal interview method was used for the first and

second sections of the questionnaire while a self-administered questionnaire was employed

for the third section. In other words, in SAQ, both the personal interview method and the

self-administered questionnaire were employed, that is, the personal interview method was

used in gathering the population and housing sections while the person-trip section was

gathered through self-administered questionnaire. This strategy was carried-out because the

first and second sections of the questionnaire which come from the CPH employed the

same methodology (PIM). The Table 4 clearly illustrates this.

Differentiating the Conducl of PIM and SAQ. In administering PIM for instance, after
population and housing data are gathered through personal interview, the enumerator

arranges and sets a day within which the enumerator will have to call back to interview

eligible members of the household on their trip for the particular day agreed upon. The

enumerator leaves a memory jogger for each eligible household member for them to
list down all the trips they made on an agreed day. The enumerator goes back to the

household and interviews all household members on their trips. While the interview is going

on, the enumerator accomplishes the person-trip survey forms. The memory jggger, a form

which is filled up by the household member, serves as an aide memoir on all the trips that

the concerned household member made on the agreed survey day. This procedure is clearly

illustrated in Figure 2.

Table 4

PORTION OF THE OUESTIONNAIRE SET SURVEY TOOL
PIM sAo

A) POPULATION CENSUS QUESTIONS
B) HOUSING CENSUS OUESTIONS
C) PERSON-TRIP SURVEY QUESTIONS

Personal intervig,,
Personal interview
Personal interview

Personal intervieY,
Personal interview
Self-administered
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PROCEDURE IN CONDUCTING TEE PIM

Rf,MARXS

Refer to the lvtanual
for Enumerators.
When necessary,

explain also the
importance of incor-
porating the Person-
trip survey to the
Census.

Use Forms 2.A and
28 in recording demo-
graphic and housing
characteristics.

Survey day shorld
be l-2 &ys from the
date the FIH demog-
raphic and lIH infor-
mation were obtained.

Fill up the name and
survev date assigred
to the fI[I on the
memoly jogger.

Date for each FIH
memb€r to be hter-
viewed aborrt hiVlrer
trip should be l-2 days

from survey dav.

Use the mernory
joggers as refererrce

lbr the interview.
Accomplish Form 2C
as the int€rview
process is being
conducted.

Present the Letter oflntroduction
to the Respondent

Flgure 2: Conducting the PIM

Explain the importarrce of the
pilot-test and oftlrc data

to be generated out ofthe survey

Obtain information on the fIH's
danographic and housing characleristics.

Explain the concept of trips and of triemakine

Explain the use of the manory jogger.

Arrange and set a date lor each olthe
concerned FIH mernbers to be interviewed

Visit the respondent IIH and interview each of
than regarding the trips they took during the

survey day.

Check completeness 8nd consistercy of answers.
Hand in tokens and express appreciation for

the HII participation in this rurdertaliing
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PROCEDURE IN CONDUCTING THE SAQ

REMARKS

Refer to the Manual
for Enumerators. When

nec€ssary, explainalso
the need to incorporate
Person-trip Sunrey to
the Census.

Pres€ot the Letter ofIntoduction
to the Respondent

Use Forms 24 and
28 in recording denoo-

graphic and housing
characteristics.

Survey day should
be l-2 days from the
date the FIH demog-
raphic and IIH infor-
mation were obtained

Fill up the name and
surve!'date assigned
!o the IIH on the
memoryjogger. Define
your teams properly i.e,
trip, walking, purpose.

Date for pick-up
should be l-2 days

from srwey date.

See to it that all the
information asked for
are provided.

In case of arnbiguous
entries, verift/clarifu
from respondent.

Figure 3 : Co,nducting the SAQ

Explain the importance of the
pilot-test and ofthe data

to be generated out of dre srwey

Obtain information on the IIH's
demographic and housing characteristics.

Explain 0re concept of rips and of triPmBkinc.

Explain the use of the rnemory jogger.

Explain how to accomplish
Form 2C.

Ieave copies of &e memory jogger

and person-trip fomrs (Form 2C)
Set date when foms slnll be Pi
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On the other hand, in conducting the SAQ, after population and housing data are obtained
tkough personal interview, the enumerator {uranges a particular day on which all eligible
household members would have to record the trips they made on the memory joggers
issued them. The enumerator explains the use and procedures in accomplishing the memory
jogger and the person-trip survey forms. The enumerator goes back to the household and
pick-up the already accomplished forms. The household members themselves accomplish
the person-trip survey forms, during their convenient time, using the memory jogger as the
basis for information. Figure 3 illustrates how the SAQ was administered.

4. COMPARING THE PIM AND TIIE SAQ AS SURVEY TOOLS

4.1 Evrluation Criteria for Comparing PIM and SAQ

PIM and SAQ were compared on the basis of the four major criteria shown in Table 5.

These were. l) data quality; 2) interview time; 3) number of reported trips; and 4) number
of persons with reported trips.

In order to precisely evaluate the differences befween the two survey tools, it was deemed
necessary to analyze the data gathered, not only on the household level, but also on a per
household member level of analysis such those found in Table 5. As such, there were
thirteen more specific indicators analyzed, these included the correct data entry per
person, correct data entry per number of trips, interview time per household members,
trips reported per person with reported trips, trips per household member, persons per
reported trips per household member s€ven years old and over, to name a few.

Data Quality. For obvious reasons, data quality was used as a criteria in evaluating the
difference between the two survey methodologies due to the needed accuracy and reliability
of information in any transportation planning and development endeavor. The number of
correct entries made on the questionnaire was made an attribute of dqta quality. It should
be made clear however that data quality analysis was made solely for the entries on the
person-trip survey questions alone in order to determine the level of accuracy of entries
made by the enumerator, for PIM and the respondent himselflherself for SAQ.

Tabh 5

Number of cdrect data entries
Conect data ertries pef person with reported trips

lntervtsw time per household rnembet
lntervievt/ time per visit

Tripe repoded per person with reported trip
Trips per household member

Persons with repofted tip6 per HH member 7 )€ars old I over
Pcrsons with repo.ted trips per HH rnember
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In determining data quality, the observed trips for each survey methodology were classified

into three. These were the: l) number of correct andlor complete entries; 2) number of
incorrect and/or incomplete entries; and 3) number of missing entries.

Data quality analysis involved the process of logically checking each entry made in the

person-trip survey questionnaire. An entry was classified as corre€t when a complete and

logical answer was made. Apart from consistency of answers, the correctness and logic of
each entry was determined using the. 1) respondent's demographic, socio-economic and

trip characteristics;2) entries of the members of the same household where the respondent

belonged; or 3) entries of the same community/barangay where the respondent lived.

Likewise, entries which appeared to be incomplete but were not necessarily incorrect were

also deemed correct/complete entries. For instance. Baguio Cathedral as an entry to

TRIP ORIGIN ADDRESS appears to be incomplete and incorrect. However this entry

was deemed correct and complete because Baguio Cathedral's actual location and address

was distinctively clear and specific.

An entry was categorized as incomplete and/or incorrect if when the respondent chose

"others" as hi/her INSTITUTION OF ORIGIN, but fails to specifu in the space provided,

the type ofinstitution where he/she originated. Hence, even it appeared logical such entry

was still classified as incomplete/incorrect.

Moreover, a 7: 30 efiry was classified as incomplete or incorrect because of the failure of
the respondent to indicate whether he/she left hisiher trip of origin in the morning or in the

afternoon. However, if there was a way of checking and determining the exact time the

trip was made, then this entry was classified as colrect or complete.

Finally, the classification of missing entries occurred when a respondent failed to answer

a question or series ofquestions and he /she made no entries on the questionnaire.

Interview Time. The time spent for data gathering in terms of the total number of hours

was also considered because the length of interview time had obvious implications on the

cost of the survey particularly, in terms of the enumerator'S wage. Inlerview lime was

operationally defined as the total number of hours spent in interviewing the household

members. For the PIM for instance, it covered the total time: l) in gathering the

population, housing and trip characteristics of each household; 2) in giving the instructions

to be adopted in carrying out the interview process; 3) spent by the enumerator in checking

the completed questionnaire; and 4) in gathering the trip information of each qualified

household member. In the case of SAQ, interview time included the : l) total number of
hours spent in gathering the population and housing characteristics of the household; 2)

time spent in giving the instructions on how to accomplish the forms; 3) length of stay of
the enumerator in the respondent's residence when picking-up the accomplished forms;

and 4) time spent by the enumerators in checking the completed questionnaire.

Number qf Trips Reported. Determining the number of reporled ,rips entailed the

counting of actual trips made by household members during the assigned survey day. This

criteria was likewise used to evaluate PIM and SAQ for the reason that the type of survey

tool employed might affect the number of trips reported by households members.
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Number of Persons with Reported Trips. The number of persons with reprted rnps was
also taken by actually counting the number of members of the household who made trips
during the assigned survey day.

The zurvey methodology which generated the greater number of trips reported and greater
number of persons who reportedly made trips is considered the more favorable
methodology, also due to needed data accuracy and reliability. For example, a household
where PIM was employed .ight generate a greater number of trips reported than where
the SAQ was employed. In such case, the PIM can be considered the more adaptable or
favorable method as far as the respondents were concerned because they were more
inclined to report the trips they made or that the household members \ryere more
comfortable to report that they took trips during the assigned survey day. These criteria
were deemed very important in transportation planning as under reporting of trips actually
made may adversely impact on the reliability of the data from which transportation planning
and development are based.

4.2 SummarA of the Results of the T-Test Analysis

T-test was used as the tool for analysis in this study. The t-value distribution is the most
effective formula for the test of hypothesis because this involves a decision parameter on
population means. The formula using the differences of the population means becomes
effective when the variances are pooled and considered as divisors to the differences.
These pooled variances are corrections to possible errors in the derivation of the means.
The t-value formula emphasizes these possible decision parameters. If the computed t-
value is less than the tabular value at a computed degree of freedom, the null hypothesis is
accepted lf the t-value is greater than the tabular value at the computed degree of
freedom, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Data Quality. Table 6 presents a summary of the results of the t-test analysis comparing
the quality of data gathered using either PIM or SAQ. On all of the three criteria, the null

Table 6
ol Diflerence Between the PIM

CRITERIA T.VALUE
Two{.lled

T.rt

CRITICAL VALUE
at 95 %Conltdence

Level
al 46 DF

INFERENTIAL CONCLUSON

Conect Data Eniries t_/o + or - 1.684 Reiec{ Ho :

There is a s,gr{ficant difference
betvyeen PIM aId SAQ in terms
of conect (hta entrics.

Ratio of Coned Data Entries to i,lo.
ol Persons with Reporled Trips

2.37 + or - 1.6&{ Reiect Ho:
There is a significant difrerence
be$re€n PIM and SAQ in terllrs of
conect & entrie6 per hor.rsehold
member

Ratio of Conect Oata Entries
to the No. of Trips Repoded

3.m + or - t,684 ReF Ho:
Ttue is a signihnt ditrerence
bcirveen PIM and SAO h terfils conect
dste enkies ffi triD rffited
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hypotheses formulated were rejected meaning, in so far as quality of data was concerned,

there was a significant difference between the PIM and SAQ.

Table 7 explains the differences ofthe PIM and SAQ through the correct data entry means.

In addition, Table 8 below explains further the significant differences between the PIM
and SAQ. In terms of missing entries, the PIM registered a zero on all items asked in the

person-trip survey while the SAQ registered 2.64 %.

Likewise, in terms of completeness, the PIM manifested an overall percentage of 99.47 o/o

with a negligible proportion of 0.53 04 accounting for incomplete or incorrect entries. A
look at how the SAQ fared on this aspect revealed that some 92.15 % had been classified

as corect entries while 5.21 o/o was categorized as incorrect / incomplete entries.

Table 7

Number of conect data entries
Conect data entries per person with reported trips

Table 8
No. of

INDIVIDUAL TRIP
INFORMATloil

Pn sAo
Correct
Entrv

lncon
Fnltu

Miss
Fr*ru

Total Co[ec{
Entry

lncofi
Entry

Miss
Entry

Tctal

lnstilulion of or6in 81
s66%

1

niaq
0

orn
a2 1$

91.25 %
7

4.38 %
7

4.38%
160

Origin address a7qrq4
5

tTtq
o

o.m
m 152

96%
6

375%
2

1.25 %
160

Time departed 81
cEr6 *

1

oSaq
o

o.m
N2 1Q,

88.75 %
16

!om96
2

1.8%
1@

lnstitution of deslination m
a?, q

2
o6a q

0
0.m

N2 147
9r.88 %

6
3.8%

7
ANqA

160

Destinatron addresS 289
qq7 %

3
LG%

0
o-@

82 1S
91.25%

12
Tqto(

2
1.6%

160

Time anived n1
e66%

1

o3a (x
0

0.m
B2 14p.

88.8is
t6

lorn g
2

1.8%
160

Trip purpGe N2
lm%

0
o.m

o
0.m

N2 149
s.t3%

5
313 %

6
3.75 %

1€O

Mode oftravel N2
trn q

0
o.m

o
o.m

g2 1g
s625%

I
o6aqA

5
313q

160

Addr6s of location
mint

E1
466%

1

0.3496
o

o.m
N2 1Q

s.13%
6

a 7sq
5

3.13 %
160

TOTAL
rel4

*A7%
14

0.53 %
o

o.m
2680
1m%

1727
92.15%

fr
5.21 %

38
2.U%

1m
lm%

Table I
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Another observation which seemed to indicate that the PIM was a more efficient tool was
the non-accomplishment of person-trip survey forms of two households on the SAQ side.
of the said two households, one retumed the whole person-trip survey forms empty,
while the other haphazardly accomplished the forms; the entries made were voided due to
extreme ambiguity of the information provided. An investigation on where the most
number of errors was made is given in Table 9. As shown most errors were committed
on questions regarding time departed and arrived where correct enlries accounted for 95.80
% for both methodologies. This was predominantly observed in SAe responses.

Institution of origin and destination addresses came in next with a total reported correct
entries of 96.68%. Agaiq most of these errors were commonly committed under SAQ
responses. With respect to which questionnaire item accounted for the most number of
elrors, incorrect entries on origin and destination addresses were commonly observed
under PIM, while incorrect entries on the time deparnrre and anival questions were
commonly committed under SAQ.

To sum up, there were marked differences between the pIM and SAe as given by the t-
test analysis; the discussions above seem to indicate that PIM is a more favorable
methodology compared to the SAQ.

Inlerview Time. ln assessing the interview time by household, tkee indicators were
reviewedandanalyzed. Thesewerethe: 1) ratioof thetotalnumberofinterviewhours
sPent per household to the total number of household members; 2) ratio of total number of
interview hours spent per household to the total number of visits made; and 3) total
number of visits made.

Table l0 reveals an acceptance ofall the null hypotheses formulated, meaning, on all ofthe
three criteria examined, PIM and SAQ do not significantly differ in terms of interview
time per household. In other words, whether PIM or SAQ was utilized in the interview
process, the time spent for each method does not significantly difter.

T.bl€ 10
Staflstlcal B€fureen lntervhw frne

CRTTERIA T.VALUE
Two.t.ll€d

TeBt

CRITICAL VALUE
at 95%Gonfidence

Level
at,16 DF

INFERENTIAL CONCLUSION

Ratio of Total No. of lnteMely Hour6
Spe{it to the Total No. of Housetrold
Members

0.54 + or - 1.684 Accept Ho :

There is no sagnificant difference
b€hYeen PIM and SAQ in terms of the
total intervie\fl time per lotal number of
househoH mernbers

Ratio of Total No. of hterviai, Flrours
Spent to the Total No. of Visitls Made

o.i9 + or - 1.684 Acced Ho:
There is no silnilicant difference
bdurcen PIM and SAQ in terms of
interviqrv tinie per visit

Number of visits by househotd 0.62 + or - '1.684 Acc€pt Ho:
There is no signifcaril difference
betu,een PIM and SAQ in terms of
th€ numberofvisib H hdJsetDb
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Table 11

Mean
CRITERI.A PIM sAo

lntervbw time p€r househokl member
lnterview tirne per visit
No. of visits oer household

0.20
o.{B
2.4

o.187
0.378
2316
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Table 12
lndicators

T[ne lndlcatotg PIM SAQ

Average inten i€sv duration (minute6)

AveragE number of visits
Averaoe number of da\rs

580r2
2.6
)41

8.24
2.12
2.9

A closer examination of the means obtained for each method is shown in Table I l. The

slight differences in means probably explains the insignificant difference between the two

survey methodologies. For example, in the ratio of total number of interview hours to the

total number of household members, PIM registered 0.20 compared to SAQ's 0.18. For

the second and third gauges, PIM got 0.40 and 2.44, respectively, while SAQ had 0.37

and 2.31.

Moreover, the positive t-values observed indicate that indeed longer time was needed to

administer the PIM. This contention is conoborated by Table 12. On the whole,

although it appears that SAQ consumed lesser time, there were insignificant differences of
PIM and SAQ in this regard. Thus, whether PIM or SAQ was utilized as survey

methodology, the observed time spent in administering each survey methodology was not

substantial. Hence, the PIM or SAQ can either be utilized as far as this criteria is

concerned.

T.ble 13

of Olfference No. of

CRITERIA T.VALUE
Two.talled

Test

CRITICALVALUE
at 95%Con0dence

Level
at {8DF

INFEREI{TTAL CONCLUSION

No. of Trip6 Roported 1.217 + or - 1.684 Acced Ho:
There is no sEnifrcant difierence
b€iu/een PIM and SAQ in terms ot the
no. of trips reported

Ratioof the No. of Trips to the No. of
PeBons wilh Reported Tripg

1.62. + or - 1.684 Accept Ho:
There is no sEnificant difference
be{v.reen PIM and SAO intems of th.
no. of trips ieported to the no. of
pefsons
with trip

Ratio of Trips Total Household
Members

o5G + or - 1.684 Accept Ho :

There is m signillc€nt dif,erence
b€lu,een PIM and SAO in lerrc of th€
no- of trip6 reported

Ratb of Trip6 per Household lrertber
7 Years Old and Aborc

1.37 + or - 1.684 Accept Ho:
There is no sonificant difference
bet\i/een PIM and SAQ in terns of the
no. of triF reported
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T.bb 14
o,

CRITERIA PIM sAo

No. ot tip6 ,epo.ted
Trips Eported perpeGonwith r@.tedtip
Trip6 per houschokl m€mber
TriF per househoE rprnber TFrs old ard aboye

E2
2.41
1.S
2.4.

160
2.fi
1.82
2.6
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Number o/ Trips Reprted. There were four criteria analyzed to compare the PM and
SAQ in terms of the number of trips reported. Table 13 below gives a summary of the
results. As demonstrated, the null hypotheses formulated were all accepted at 0.95
probability. This indicates that there were no significant differences between the PIM and
SAQ in terms of the number of trips reported. Subsequently, the type of survey
methodology utitized does not affect the number of trips reported by household
mernbers.

However, an investigation of the means of the criteria seemed to indicate that although
there were no sigrificant differences between the PIM and SAQ, a household appeared to
be more inclined to report a higher number of trips made by its members when PIM was
utilized. This is validated by the greater means obtained for the PIM against that of the
SAQ as seen in Table 14.

Number of Persons with Reryrted Trips. This indicator used three gauges as bases for
comparison: l) number of persons with reported trips; 2) ratio of number of persons with
reported trips to the number of household members 7 years old and above; and 3) ratio of
the number of persons with reported trips to the total number of household members.

On all of the above indicators, the null hypotheses formulated were accepted at 95 yo

confidence level. This means that there were no significant differences between the PIM
and SAQ. Hence, either survey methodology could be used. The Table 15 pictures the
general outcome of the statistical tests made.

TaHe 15

CRITERIA T-VALUE
Tn c.tdl€d

Tott

CRITICALVALUE
at 9596Conidqrce

Levrl
et 

'16 
DF

INFEREI'ITIAL COI{CLUSPN

No. ot Persons with Reported Trip,s o.478 + or - 1.684 Accept Ho:
TtEi€ is rp sbnilktant difierence
b€tureen PIM arid SAQ in tems of the
m rrf mwithffiYt.ltrim

Ratio of the No. of Persoos with
Repoted Trips to the No. of HH
tvlemb€rs 7 yEar6 ots and above

0.64 + o( - 1.684 AcceB Ho:
Th€re iE no slrnr'licant difrercncr
Hween PtM and SAQ in t€fins of the
no. of personswith rcpo.ledbiFto
the no. of HH memberE ag6d 7 yeers
old Ird abo\re

Ratb of No. ot Percons with
Repo.ted Tripc to the T&l No. of
HousehoE irembers

o.G + or - 1.684 Accofl Ho:
There is no slgniti:ant differerrce
betu,E€n PIM and SAO in terrrB of the
m. ot persons with r€fo.tcd trips to
tlle no. of HH members agEd 7 yEars

^kl 
.rY{ .l6F
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Mean of
CR]TERIA PIM sAo

Number of persons with repo(ted trips
Persons with reported trips per HH rEmber 7 years old & oYer

Persons with reported trips per HH member

3.58
0.82
0.69

3.36
0.78
o.72

A further look at the observed means for each criteria set however seemed to indicate that

a household was apparently more inclined to report higher number of persons with

reported trips if PIIT,I was utilized. Table 16 suppo(s this earlier contention.

5. CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND FTIRTHER DIRECTIONS OF

THE STUDY

5.1 Conclusions and Recommendations

As far as data quality is concerned, it was found out that there was a significant difference

between the PIivI and SAQ, with the PIM appearing to be a more favorable methodology.

With respect to interview time, it was found out that there is no significant difference

between pltvt and SAQ. This means that either PIM or SAQ can be used in the interview

process because the difference in the time spent in administering each tool was

insignificant. Albeit, the SAQ seemed to be a more efficient methodology as it consumed

lesser time compared to PIM.

The other criteria used for comparing the two survey methodologies were the : 1) number

of trips reported, and 2) number of persons with reported trips'
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Table 17

TXFFERENCE
BETWEEN
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Tabh 18
Matrlx of

METHOOOLOGY AOVAIIITAGE OSADVANTAGE

PIM
. datagualrtyiEas6ured
. more number of trips reported rM more

number of persons wilh reported trips
appeared to be an advanhge

appears to consurne more interview time

sAo
. appeaB to require lesser inteMew time o chta Qtnlit! is not 6sur€d

o lesser number ol trip6 reported and lesser
number of persons with reported trips
appeared to be a dlsadrantage

Generally, there were no observed significant differences between the PIM and SAQ
regarding these two criteria.

That means, whether PIM or SAQ was utilized in a survey, the difference of the number
of trips reported and the number of persons with reported trips resulting from each
methodology was insignificant. Notwithstanding, the PIM appeared to be a more
favorable methodology over the SAQ due to the higher means attributed to the PIM. In
summary, Table 17 paints a full picture of the difference between the PIM and SAQ.

The following table enumerates the apparent advantages and disadvantages of each
methodology as gathered from the above discussions.

In conclusioq the personal interview method (PIM) of gathering data has apparently more
advantages than disadvantages. Hence, considering the necessity for reliable data in any
transportation planning and development activity, using PIM is therefore highly
recommended.

5.2 Fuilher Directions of the Study

l. For a more comprehensive evaluation of the two survey tools, the actual operational
costs required in each survey methodology should also be studied.

2. The results of this study could have been even more valid with additional number of
households. Thus, a revalidation of this study's findings should also be made by
conducting a similar pilot-test in another area, preferably, by employing a larger
number of household sample respondents for each PIM and SAQ.

3. Finally, to improve further the enhanced questionnaire developed, other
options/strategies for appropriately incorporating person-trip survey into the CPH
should also be explored, and further piloted.
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